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1. START
WITH A
GOOD
MORNING.

2. ONLY
REPEAT
YOURSELF
ONCE.

5 simple ways to
Make Words
Matter with your
students TODAY!

3. USE
WORDS
FOR
GOOD.

4. ASK
AN

Ever feel like you are a broken record??

INTERESTING

Does it seem like you are just talking to a wall
when you ask your students to do something??

QUESTION.

Are you exhausted because your students
just don’t want to listen to you??

Well. That.

Ends. Now.

Start with these 5 simple steps to
help get everyday off to the right
start and stay on the right track!

5. END
WITH

THOUGHTFUL

FEEDBACK.

1. START
WITH A
GOOD
MORNING.

Everyone feels better when we are off to a good start with our day. Our kids are no different. It is
critical that your child starts the day with as little stress or arguing as possible. This typically starts
with the teachers having little or no stress in the morning. I know what you are thinking… “Right!?!
Like that is possible.” Perhaps what I mean is that the first 5 or 10 minutes of the child’s day in the
classroom, the child doesn’t perceive your stress.
Here are a few strategies I have helped teachers implement in the past.


it is possible to keep the first 5‐10 minutes of the child’s arrival to be just about the kids, it
will keep your agenda’s needs from clashing with those needs of your students.
o They need to come to the classroom believing you are ready to lead them into
learning.
o They need to know that you care about them and will keep them safe.
o They need to know that you are excited and happy to have a great day.
These first few minutes really set the tone for the entire day. So if you can take a few
minutes at the beginning of the day to set this tone, your kids will notice!



Use a visual schedule of the morning routine. If you have a list of all of the morning tasks
for your students to check off, this will keep you from having to harp on them for every,
single thing all morning. Most teachers do a good job of keeping routines posted, but for
some kids, they may need an individual checklist of their own.
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2. ONLY
REPEAT
YOURSELF
ONCE.

One of the biggest mistakes for teachers is repeating themselves over and over and over. This
is the opposite of making words matter! Several things happen when you continually repeat
yourself.
o First, you sound like you are nagging. UGH! No one likes being nagged. And
frankly, no one likes to nag someone else.
o Second, you become frustrated because your student “isn’t listening”.
o And finally, your student becomes irritated that you keep saying the same thing
OR they simply learn to ignore you. Neither of these is good for our relationship
with our kids.

So if you want your students to do something, say it once (using a good instruction – we teach
this in our Master and Pro series found at www.makewordsmatterforgood.com!!) and then
make sure you follow through. Check to make sure your student did what you asked. If they
didn’t, you can repeat your request ONCE. If they still don’t do what you want, then
immediately set a contingency for their not listening. For instance, “if you do not go to your
seat, you will have to move your clip to orange.” Please note: these are not threats. This is a
contingency contract. Their privilege of staying on the green clip is contingent on following
instructions.
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3. USE
WORDS
FOR
GOOD.

Although there is the old saying, “Sticks and stones will break my bones, but words will never
hurt me.” – my experience with both kids and adults is that there is nothing true about this
statement.
Both kids and adults alike have shared stories of how a single word or statement has
been soul‐crushing (sometimes for YEARS!).
Think about it. Have you ever had someone who said something really nice to you and you
remembered for a long time? Or it just made your entire day?
The best thing we can do for our students (and partners and friends!) is to use our words for
good. If you have something negative to say, perhaps just keep it to yourself. Try to be
purposeful with giving compliments, encouragement, and statements of love.
Make it a goal everyday to say 5, 10, 20 encouraging words to your students. Just see what
happens when you are more encouraging with them. I promise they will notice. Beyond this, if
you want your students to stop complaining…guess what…you have to model that for them.
Using words for good is the way to do that!
As a child psychologist, there are child clients that I will go almost an entire year without
needing to see in my therapy room because they have a great, encouraging teacher. You really
do have the power to be such a HUGE influence in each child’s life. On days when it feels like
you are doing everything wrong, please remember that!
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4.
3. ASK
USE
AN
WORDS

INTERESTING

FOR
QUESTION.
GOOD.

All of our kids want connection with us. Even our teenagers and toddlers who say they hate us
or we are “the worst teacher ever.” They want to know that WE want to know them.
Nearly every teenager that I have known wants their parent or teacher to “get it.” I’m sure you
can imagine the child/teen who shouts at their mom saying, “You just don’t get it!!”
One of the ways we can help them see how we are trying to “get it” is to ask them an
interesting question. Everyday.
The point here is to go beyond, “How are you today?” You will get short, “I’m fine.”‐type
answers with that question. Try to pay attention to what is going on in their lives so you can
ask something interesting and specific. For instance:
For the toddler who loves Thomas the train – “I wonder where Thomas is going to go today.”
For the school‐aged kid who loves playing in the band – “Which is the coolest song you would
like to play on the guitar?”
For the teen who loves fashion – “What do you think the fashion designers studied when they
were in high school?”

Again, the point here is to just pay attention to what they are interested in and then make it
appear that you are also interested in this topic (even if you are not!). Trust me, it will go a
long way for them to notice that you are putting in this effort. If you struggle doing this
everyday, start with the goal of asking an interesting question once a week and move up from
there. I also recommend teachers start a journal or notebook where they can jot down
interesting questions they can ask in the upcoming days so they don’t have to think on the spot
everyday!
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4.
ASK
3. END
USE
5.
AN
WITH
WORDS

INTERESTING
THOUGHTFUL

FOR
QUESTION.
FEEDBACK.
GOOD.

Just like wanting our mornings to be off to the right start, it is good to book‐end our days with
something good as well. I recommend teachers do this by giving thoughtful feedback to your
students at the end of the day.
This can come in the form of a short note where we compliment our student on how fun it is to
read books with them. It can also come in the form of telling our students that we are proud of
them for working hard on their science project. It can even come in the form of a ritual that you
do with your child each day – like a special “good‐bye” secret handshake or phrase that you
both say to one another that means “I care about you.”
You could also do this through the use of behavior report cards (templates found online) or
“boomerang books.” These small notebooks are ways to communicate with your student and
his/her parents about the day. In a classroom of 30 children, it can seem overwhelming to write
that many hand‐written notes each day, so perhaps start with doing it once a week. But these
boomerang books – where the student gets to write a short note back to you – might really help
open lines of communication with kids and families. And remember, the goal of these is not to
report all the ways the child has been bad, rather to give thoughtful feedback for good!
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